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Abstract

The research of named entity recognition plays an important role in natural language processing (NLP) and can improve the performance
of high-level NLP tasks, such as Machine Translation, Question Answering System, syntactic analysis and so on. Uyghur is a
morphologically rich language with lack of manually created language resources. In this paper, we present the construction process of
Uyghur named entity annotated corpus. This process composes of three steps. In the first step Chinese named entity recognition is used
to select sentences from sentence aligned corpus and to extract Chinese named entities. In the second step Chinese-Uyghur named entity
dictionary is automatically constructed using Chinese-Uyghur machine translation system, for the automatic pre-annotation of Uyghur
named entities, and all annotations are corrected manually using an annotation tool. In the final step, corpus annotation quality is
improved by using multiple strategies. As a result, four different sentence-level annotated corpora, person name annotated corpus,
location name annotated corpus, organization name annotated corpus and personal, location, organization names annotated corpus, are
constructed separately. To our knowledge, this is the first large-scale Uyghur named entity annotated corpus(UNEC) which is very
valuable for the further researches.
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1.

Introduction

With the development of the Internet, more and more text
data appear. Information extraction has become an
important direction in the field of natural language
processing. Among them, named entity recognition
(Coates-Stephens S. 1992; Thielen C. 1999) is a hot spot of
information extraction proposed by MUC-6 conference
(Sundheim B M. 1996), which is an important part of
natural language processing. There are a large number of
entities in the text, such as person names, location names
and organization names. With the increase of text data,
there are constantly appearing new named entities, and
some of the named entities may be eliminated. It is almost
impractical to construct a dictionary containing all named
entities. Therefore, automatic recognition of named entities
is an important task, other entities are easily treated as
unknown words in the processing of natural language
processing. Thus, affecting the performance of machine
translation, knowledge map construction, Question
Answering System, syntax analysis and other application
areas. There are a large number of named entity annotation
corpora in languages such as English (Sang E F T K et al.
2003) and Chinese (Walker C et al. 2006) at present. The
named entity recognition technologies in many languages
are relatively mature (Polifroni J et al. 2010; Savary A et al.
2010; Desmet B et al. 2013). But resource-deficient
languages, like Uyghur, so far, no publicly available named
entity corpus has yet to appear. On the one hand, it limits
the research of Uyghur named entity recognition, on the
other hand, it has some influence on the development of
Uyghur information extraction technology.
Therefore, this paper firstly collected a large number of
bilingual corpora in the field of news. It explores how to
quickly establish a named entity corpus, for a resourcedeficient language, by using cross-language named entity
recognition technology. Firstly, named entities are
automatically labeled for resource-rich languages.
Secondly, sentence pairs with named entities are selected

and pre-labeled for resource-deficient language sentences
using bilingual named entity dictionaries. Finally,
corrections and supplements were made manually, and
annotation memory technology was used to further
improve the efficiency and quality of annotation. Thus,
Uyghur language location name annotation corpus,
organization name annotation corpus, person name
annotation corpus and Uyghur named entity annotation
corpus are constructed respectively.

2.

Related work

Compared with Chinese and English, the construction of
the Uyghur Named entity corpus is very backward. In the
study of Uyghur named entity and the construction of
Uyghur annotated corpus, researchers have already made
some contributions. Here are some important jobs,
according to the features of Uyghur person name, this work
built Uyghur person name annotated corpus that contained
5258 sentences (Rozi A et al. 2013). In the integrated
recognition task which includes person name, organization
name and location name, they constructed the a
comprehensive named entity corpus that consists of 11257
annotated sentences (Tashpolat N et al. 2017). In addition,
researchers constructed Uyghur music entity corpus which
contains 2400 sentences in the research of Uyghur music
entity recognition (Adila Ahmat et al.2017). The above are
all Uyghur named entity corpus that have been reported. At
present, the number of Uyghur entity annotated corpora is
very small, and most of researchers used the data from the
internet to research by rule-matching (Arkin M et al. 2013;
Maihefureti et al. 2014; Mahmoud A et al. 2017). However,
the research of the named entity recognition by machine
learning (Yang Y et al. 2011; Jiazheng L I et al. 2011;
Abiderexiti K et al. 2017) can’t be separated from the
standard data resource. So it is necessary to build standard
data resource of named entity.

3.

Creating the data resource

The construction of a corpus requires not only a large
amount of data resource, but also expensive manpower.
The details of construction are as follow.

3.1

Data Source of corpus

Based on the Uyghur-Chinese parallel corpus of the 13th
China Workshop on Machine Translation (CWMT2017),
we also use the Uyghur-Chinese parallel corpus provided
by the Laboratory of Xinjiang Multilingual Information
Technology for manual annotation

3.2

Annotation specification

In the processing of manual annotation, for all corpora, we
use three kinds of tags, Person (PN, personal name),
Location (LN, place name) and Organization (ON,
organization name). Due to one sentence may contain two
or more tokens, this paper adopts annotation specification
named BIO (begin-in-out) proposed by (Ramshaw L A et
al. 1995). The tagging sets contains 7 kinds of labels. Table
1 shows this tag sets:
label

Meaning

O

Non entity words

B-PER

The first word of person name or person name
of a single word

I- PER

Not the first word in the person name

B-LOC

The first word of location name or location
name of a single word

I-LOC

Not the first word in the location name

B-ORG

The first word of organization name or
organization name of a single word

I-OR

Not the first word in the organization name

Table 1: Tag sets of named entity in Uyghur
This is an example to describe an original sentence and
tagged sentence , as Table 2 shown:
Original
sentence

Shi Jinping Bëyjingda Birleshken
Döletler Teshkilatining bash katipi Ban
Kimon bilen körüshti .
(Translation : Xi Jinping met with UN
Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon in
Beijing.)

Tagged
sentence

【Shi Jinping PN】【Bëyjingda LN】
【 Birleshken Döletler Teshkilatining
ON】 bash katipi 【Ban Kimon PN】
bilen körüshti .

After tagging

Shi/B-PER
Jinping/I-PER
Bëyjingda/B-LOC Birleshken/B-ORG
Döletler/I-ORG Teshkilatining/I-ORG
bash/O katipi/O Ban/B-PER Kimon/IPER bilen/O körüshti/O ./O

Table 2: An examle of tagged sentence
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3.3

Annotation method and processing

In order to reduce the work of manual annotation, we used
a method of man-machine combination to improve the
speed of tagging and guarantee the quality of corpus at the
same time. Processing of construction incorporated three
steps: preprocessing, tagging, post-processing. The whole
processing is showed as Figure 1.
3.3.1
Pre-processing
Bilingual sentence deduplication processing: Due to the
bilingual sentence alignment corpora is very large, there
may be repeated sentences. To avoid re-labeling the same
sentence, it is necessary to remove the repeated sentences.
There are two steps, the first step is to remove all the
punctuation, only to reserve Chinese character, then
removing the repeated sequence of Chinese characters. The
second step is to do the same operation in Uyghur.
Chinese named entity annotation: After the processing of
bilingual sentence deduplication, the NLPIR1 system was
used for construction of the location name annotated corpus,
the other named entity corpus used Pyltp 2 system which
from Harbin Institute of Technology. The functions of
these two systems incorporate Chinese word segmentation
and Named entity annotation.
Entity extraction and sentence filtering: In order to
reduce the manual checking time and improve the speed of
tagging, we filter out sentences which not incorporate
person name, location name and organization name. Then,
corpus only contained the Uyghur sentences which prepare
to tag and the corresponding Chinese named entity list
which include entity labels.
3.3.2
Name entity tagging
Chinese and Uyghur name entity dictionary automatic
construction: First, we redo the Chinese named entity list
and construct the entity dictionary in descending order by
the occurrence frequency. Our group’s Chinese-Uyghur
machine translation system had been used to translate this
dictionary and generated a Bilingual entity dictionary.
There are some problem in the dictionary, such as incorrect
translation, empty translation result and translation result
include a variety of additional components. Therefore we
manually review the translation result and correct the entity
dictionary.
Named entity automatic annotation: According to the
established Chinese-Uyghur named entity dictionary, all
Uyghur sentences had been tagged for the first time. In
order to prevent the spread of errors, the Uyghur entities
corresponding to the Chinese entity have been tagged based
on Chinese entities list. Since named entity in Uyghur
sentences may be variants that attached some additional
component, we used a method of fuzzy matching.
Named entity manual proofreading: Through automatic
tagging, part of Ughur sentences has been tagged well.
There are still many problems in the result of automatic
annotation, such as error of Chinese named entity
recognition, the source sentence alignment problem (the
content is not aligned, the translation longer or less than the
original sentence, etc.) and variants of the named entity
result in matching error. Due to these problems, all the
automatic annotated Uyghur sentences were imported in
manual annotation system and conducted manual
2
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proofreading and correction. The same named entity would
be ignored to improve the speed of tagging and ensure the
consistency of tagging.
3.3.3
Post-processing
Since multiple people tag at the same time, it is difficult to
avoid mistakes just like annotation error, annotation
inconsistency, leakage of annotation, etc. Based on the

manual annotated corpus, we established Uyghur named
entity dictionary and proofread each entity by using source
sentences. After that, the CRF annotation machine was
trained with all the language materials, and the corpus has
been automatically tagged. Other possible error would be
corrected by comparing with manual annotation and
automatic annotation. Finally, we derive the named entity
corpus in the format of the above tagged sentence.

The process of constructing the Uygur named entity corpus
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Figure 1: Flow chart of the construction of Uyghur named entity corpus.

4.

Data analysis

The whole corpus resources contains location name
annotated corpus, person name annotated corpus,
organization name annotated corpus and a comprehensive
named entity corpus include person name, location name,
organization name.

4.1

Location name annotated corpus

Location name annotated corpus contains 13385 sentences
with 20218 place names, and the number of location names
appeared 41009 times. The statistics are shown in Figure 2.
Most of location names are consist of one or two words,
total occupying 93% of the location name number, and
their number are 8506 and 10296 respectively, shown in
Figure 3.

Organization name annotated corpus

Organization name annotated corpus contains 11337
sentences with 9733 organization names, and the number
of organization names appeared 13436 times. The specific
statistics are shown in Figure 4.
The statistic of organization name annotated corpus found
that the length of most organization name is between 2 and
11 words. Compared with the location name, the length of
organization name is longer and the distribution is wider.
The specific statistics are shown in Figure 5.

4.3

Person name annotated corpus

Person name annotated corpus contains 21078 sentences
with 18066 person names ， and the number of person
names appeared 34598 times. As shown in the Figure 6:
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Figure 2: Location name annotated corpus statistics.

Figure 4: Organization name annotated corpus statistics.
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Figure 3: Location name length statistic.
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organization names appeared 31306 times, account for
30.6%. The specific statistics are shown in Figure 8.
Figure 9 shows the length of different named entity in
corpus. As can be seen from the statistics, the length of
person name more than two words is rare; the length of
location name is almost between 1 to 6 words, the number
of location name was decrease with increase entity length;
the length of organization name is mainly between 2 to 12
words, its length is relatively long.

Statistics of person names (PN）
length
15000

Figure 6: Person name annotated corpus statistic.
Most of person name are consist of one or two words,
their proportion is high up to 99%. The Figure 7 show this
situation.

4.4

Named entity annotated corpus

Uyghur named entity corpus which is comprehensive
corpus contains 39027 sentences. The number of entities is
102360(include repeating entities). The person name
appeared 28469 times, account for 27.8%, the location
name appeared 42585 times, account for 41.6%, and
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Figure 7: Person name length statistic.

Figure 8: Statistics of Uyghur named entity corpus.

Figure 9: Uyghur named entity corpus length statistic.

5.

Conclusions

Our paper used bilingual sentence alignment corpus and
Chinese named entity recognition technology to establish
person name annotated corpus, location name annotated
corpus, organization name annotated corpus and named
entity annotated corpus in Uyghur. During the construction
of corpus, it is very useful to build bi-lingual entity
dictionary, automatic annotation, annotation memory, error
analysis and so on. By using a human-machine
combination method which greatly reduces the cost of
human resources and effectively guarantees the quality of
the corpus.
With the completion of constructing corpus, our work has
laid a solid foundation for the next research on Uyghur
named entity recognition, and it can also play a positive
role in the further research of Machine Translation,
information extraction, syntactic analysis, semantic
analysis and so on.
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